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Abstract
Security and privacy in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are challenging in terms of Intelli-
gent Transportation Systems (ITS) features. The distribution and decentralisation of vehicles could
threaten location privacy and confidentiality in the absence of trusted third parties (TTP)s or if they
are otherwise compromised. If the same digital signatures (or the same certificates) are used for dif-
ferent communications, then adversaries could easily apply linking attacks. Unfortunately, most of the
existing schemes for VANETs in the literature do not satisfy the required levels of security, location
privacy, and efficiency simultaneously. This paper presents a new and efficient end-to-end anonymous
key exchange protocol based on Yang et al. ’s self-blindable signatures. In our protocol, vehicles first
privately blind their own private certificates for each communication outside the mix-zone and then
compute an anonymous shared key based on zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (PoK). The effi-
ciency comes from the fact that once the signatures are verified, the ephemeral values in PoK are
also used to compute a shared key through an authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol.
Therefore, the protocol does not require any further external information to generate a shared key. Our
protocol also does not require an interference with the Roadside Units or Certificate Authorities, and
hence can be securely run outside the mixed-zones. We demonstrate the security of our protocol in an
ideal/real simulation paradigm. Hence, our protocol achieves secure authentication, forward unlink-
ability, and accountability. Furthermore, the performance analysis shows that our protocol is more
efficient in terms of computational and communication overheads compared to existing schemes.

1. Introduction
There has been continuous advancement in Intelligent

Transportation Systems (ITS), particularly in Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks (VANETs). Safety and efficiency in VANETs
are mainly achieved via safety and non-safety applications.
Beaconing services are essential to safety applications as they
are crucial for ITS efficiency; otherwise, accidents may oc-
cur. A VANET is considered an open network that is acces-
sible by any node. In general, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) are two forms of communi-
cation performed by VANETs; communication occurs via
the recent Radio Access Technology (RAD) IEEE 802.11bd
forDedicated Short-RangeCommunications (DSRC) andNR-
V2X for Cellular-V2X (C-V2X). These are applicable in dif-
ferent circumstances, such as tunnels and confined areas [1]
and increase the packet delivery ratiowhile decreasing packet
collisions [2]. As demonstrated in [3], DSRC performance
is sufficient for nearly all vehicular safety applications that
need an end-to-end latency of around 100 ms. Due to their
high mobility, vehicles’ On-Board Units (OBUs) have to
broadcast Cooperative AwarenessMessages (CAMs), which
include real-time information about speed, position, and tra-
jectory [4]. According to the global standards (i.e., IEEE
1609.2WG [5] and the European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute ETSI-ITS [6]), there is a need to guarantee
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authenticity, message integrity, and entities’ non-repudiation
on the road.

In the technical report by ETSI ITS, the infrastructure
was built onVehicular Public-key Infrastructure (VPKI), which
includes several Certificate Authorities (CAs) managing en-
tities’ certificates [7, 8]. During registration, the CA autho-
rises certificates for vehicles and Roadside Unit RSUs. Af-
ter that, the CA issues certificates based on pseudonyms to
prevent any linking attacks on the road. However, the stan-
dard body ETSI [9] recommends frequently changing the
whole communication stack layers’ identifiers with
pseudonyms, i.e., the MAC and IP addresses [10]. Nev-
ertheless, an adversary can collect CAMs offline and then
can track vehicles’ locations smoothly via either syntactic
linking or semantic linking attacks by linking pseudonyms.
Moreover, pseudonyms can be linked through the content of
the signed messages, whereby an adversary can easily pre-
dict the vehicle’s next position, also known as a semantic
linking attack. It should be noted that a semantic linking at-
tack is superior to a syntactic linking attack because the ad-
versary focuses on the data contained in the safety messages
used to link the pseudonyms [11].

Extensive research has developed numerous strategies
for pseudonym changing to overcome these linking attacks,
as mentioned in the technical report by ETSI ITS [9, 11,
12, 13, 14]. For instance, some strategies propose that vehi-
cles initiate a silent period, which means they are not send-
ing messages but do receive and process them. Tracking is
quite difficult during this period, but it is hazardous in terms
of safety [15, 16, 17, 18]. The use of such strategies thus
clearly increases the possibility of accidents. On the other
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hand, the concept of a mix-zone has been proposed to en-
hance the privacy technique for pseudonym-change strate-
gies in Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS).

The mix-zone proposed by Beresford et al. [19] is a
prespecified geographical area (bound to an RSU ’s cover-
age) wherein vehicles can exchange messages and change
pseudonyms. The cryptographic mix-zone (CMIX) method
depends on a secret key distributed among vehicles to ex-
change encrypted messages inside the RSU ’s communica-
tion range. This method is constructed to prevent tracking
inside the mix-zone [20]. As revealed in ETSI ITS [9],
pseudonym changes, silent periods, randomness, fixed pa-
rameters, mix-zones, and CMIX all have their particular vul-
nerabilities.

The self-blindable certificates scheme proposed by Ver-
heul [21] are efficient and effective credential-pseudonymous
certificate systems that provide anonymity without the re-
quirement for a trusted third party. The system includes cryp-
tographic protection against forging and unlinkability. The
certificates are constructed by Weil pairing in supersingular
elliptic curves. The certificate owner blinds the certificate
for anonymous vehicle authentication on the road. A self-
blindable certificate is a version of the regular public key
certificate that preserves privacy. While the CA signature re-
mains valid, the certificate holder can blind the certificate’s
public key, preventing successive uses of the same certificate
from being linked via modification of the digital signature
with specific homomorphic properties. The self-blindable
certificates work in a similar manner to anonymous certifi-
cates for vehicle authentication on the road, but with less
computation. Nonetheless, despite its superior performance
for intelligent devices, it lacks an efficient credential revoca-
tion mechanism. We follow the notion of self-blindable cre-
dentials and the associated security structure of [22], involv-
ing a credential revocation system towards the need of vehi-
cle communication for a privacy-preserving to a lightweight
anonymous entity authentication scheme.
(a). Our Contributions

This paper presents a novel anonymous key exchange
protocol for V2V communications to accomplish forward
unlinkability without the need for a trusted third party. At
a high level, the contributions of the paper can be outlined
as follows:

• We first address generic security and privacy issues
in the existing schemes wherein an adversary could
apply linkability attacks. Some of these schemes are
subject to linking attacks due to themisuse of theVANETs’
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) and the use of the
same certificates outside the mix-zone where RSUs
are not available. We next propose the first novel anony-
mous key exchange protocol that ensures complete lo-
cation privacy and accountability among the vehicles
outside the mix-zone (without communicating to the
RSUs). Our scheme uses Yang et al. ’s self-blindable
signatures so that once the signatures are verified, the

signature values (i.e., the ephemeral values of the zero-
knowledge proofs) will be used to generate a shared
key between the participants, in a similar manner to
the authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange proto-
col. Since the signature blinding values are fresh and
random, the shared key becomes fully secure. On a
high level, vehicles first privately blind their own pri-
vate certificates for each communication outside the
mix-zone by hiding their certificates and then compute
an anonymous shared key based on zero- knowledge
proof of knowledge (PoK). Due to the underlying dis-
crete logarithm problem, the verifier (or a third party)
cannot link the newly blinded certificates from the pre-
viously used certificates. Hence, to the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first to provide an end-to-
end cryptographically secure mechanism against link-
ability attacks for the communication of vehicles out-
side the mix-zone without the help of any other par-
ticipant. We demonstrate the security of our protocol
under the ideal/real simulation paradigm.

• Wewould like to highlight that accountability can still
be achieved because if a vehicle is corrupted and sends
wrong or misused information to vehicles, then the
CAs can still identify the dishonest vehicle. Suppose
the corrupted vehicle starts the communication with
an honest vehicle outside the range of the trusted third
party (e.g., RSU ) and receives the blinded certificate
of that actual vehicle but does send wrong or invalid
information. The honest vehicle would then stop the
communication immediately and send the communi-
cation record once the CAs becomes available again.
Once the CAs obtain their real identity and are sure
that this was indeed dishonest behaviour, they can im-
mediately issue revocation through the vehicle’s present
dynamic accumulator. We would like to highlight that
our scheme can be applicable outside the mix-zone in
the absence of the TTP since it is important to achieve
both accountability and revocabilitywithout using con-
ventional PKI. Hence, our scheme accomplishes for-
ward unlinkability, revocability, and accountability si-
multaneously.

• We conduct a performance analysis of our anonymous
key exchange protocol and compare it with other schemes.
This comparison illustrates that our scheme is better
than other protocols in terms of security. To reduce
the online computations associated with our protocol,
the vehicles can generate blinded signatures offline (or
in parallel). Our scheme is efficient since Yang et al.
’s scheme allows us to use group operations in only
G1 instead of expensive pairing computations. Per-
formance improvements in our scheme show the os-
tensibly VANET-based prover to operate entirely on
G1 for faster pairing operations. The anonymous key
generation reduces the communication overhead. Fur-
thermore, the revocation in our scheme has a dynamic
accumulator Λ that prevents the growth in the number
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of revoked vehicles by updating that number. More-
over, the efficiency of our protocol comes from the fact
that the key exchange protocol does not have any ex-
ternal data or any other expensive computation like
pairings or additional signatures; instead, it just uses
the existing PoK data to generate the key.

(b). Roadmap
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-

tion 2 reviews the related work on location privacy via un-
linkability schemes. Section 3 outlines the security and pri-
vacy model of our architecture, which utilises self-blindable
signatures. In Section 4, we demonstrate our improved scheme
using self-blindable signatures; this is followed by the secu-
rity analysis of this scheme in Section 5. Section 6 includes
the performance and the comparison between our scheme
with similar existing security mechanism schemes in the lit-
erature. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
This section first describes three common categories in

VANET safety message authentication, namely PKI-based
protocols, identity-based protocols, and group-signature-based
protocols. We then present the most recent self-blindable
certificate method, which forms the basis of our scheme.
(a). PKI-Based VANETs.

PKI-based protocols use public-key certificates, loading
numerous pseudonym certificates for vehicles via the Trust
Authority (TA) [23]. Vehicles attach a relevant certificate
to a safety message. The TA can revoke malicious vehicles’
certificates by submitting them to the CRL and updating the
CRL across the network. To manage certificates and per-
form CRL checks, this system requires significant storage,
computational, and communication resources [24]. How-
ever, the suggested system largely depends on RSUs, and
if it is hacked, the system will be destroyed, which means it
is inefficient.

Wasef and Shen [25] used a Hash Message Authenti-
cation Code (HMAC) check to increase authentication ef-
ficiency. However, because the corresponding key used to
acquire the HMAC is a global key, updating the key’s time
and resource costs are quite large. Simplicio et al. [26] pre-
sented a new design, called Activation Codes for Pseudonym
Certificates (ACPC), to address the problem of huge CRLs.
To decrease the total size of the CRL, specific short-bit ac-
tivation codes can be assigned to vehicles. However, be-
cause of the decentralised structure and the massive scope of
vehicle networks, the distribution of revocation information
through the CRL represents a significant challenge in terms
of operative pseudonym and node revocation. Lu. et al.
[27] employedRSUs to give short-lifetime pseudonyms and
certificates to vehicles to avoid the limitations of centralised
management, but they did not consider a revocation system.
Despite the anonymity features given, the ECPP system has
several flaws. First, ECPP is inefficient since it has a rela-
tively high latency for RSUs to generate pseudonym keys

and requires RSUs to be present to help cars generate their
pseudonyms at any given road position. Second, the ECPP
requires the issuing authority to know the issued pseudonyms
(i.e.,RSUs). RSUs are vulnerable to physical assaults since
they are distributed in open locations along highways. As a
result, unless they are fitted with tamper-resistant hardware,
they should not be entirely trusted. Third, there is no spe-
cific ECPP revocation method. Malicious vehicles cannot
be revoked since they can obtain their pseudonyms from any
RSU , even a hacked one. When many RSUs are compro-
mised, ECPP does not provide unlinkability or untraceabil-
ity. Because each RSU retains unchanged pseudonyms for
OBUs in ECPP, an attacker can monitor the vehicle move-
ment trajectory using the information contained in the com-
promised RSUs.
(b). Identity-Based VANETs.

The public key of a vehicle user can be deduced from its
IDs in identity-based protocols. Zhang et al. [28] suggested
a batch authentication approach for RSUs based on identity
in which cars generate pseudonyms and private keys on their
own. Their scheme relied on the RSU and suffered from
apparent enlargement in the CRL.

Chim et al. [29] suggested a scheme in which vehicles
occasionally receive pseudonyms and private keys from the
TA, which holds themaster secret key. The proposed scheme
in Chim et al. [29] was vulnerable to impersonation attacks
because bilinear pairing has a high computational cost.

Some researchers use anonymous certificates in a prim-
itive cryptographic manner that allows entity authentication
to occur anonymously in order to achieve unlinkability [30,
31, 32, 33, 34]. A certificate can only be used once in some
of the schemes in [30, 33] since any reuse would lead to
unlinkability attacks. Although these one-use anonymous
certificates operate well [35, 36], k-TAA (k-Times Anony-
mous Authentication) extends the life of a one-time anony-
mous certificate by allowing it to be used k times without
being linked, such that certificate holders must regularly ob-
tain fresh certificates from the certificate issuer. Certificates
require an online connection with a CA, leading to a se-
curity vulnerability if the CA has been corrupted. In gen-
eral, CAs are kept online. If CAs were kept offline, then
many certificates would have to be generated offline, which
would require significant overhead from the users. Zhou et
al. [37] proposed a system based on mutual authentication
using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). Nonetheless, this
approach is vulnerable to identity guessing and imperson-
ation attacks and has lower levels of user anonymity. In
2017, Li et al. [38] suggested a strategy that utilises IDB
for the authentication and PKI for the pseudonym genera-
tion, although it lacks traceability if a malicious vehicle is
involved in malicious activities. Furthermore, several po-
tential attacks, such as modification, replay, DoS, and bogus
information, weaken their system. In 2019, Wang et al. [39]
proposed that an RSU can be fully trusted while being vul-
nerable to being compromised, which may break the whole
scheme. Also, they did not explain the communication be-
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tween V2V outside the range of the RSU .
(c). Group Signature-Based VANETs.

In group signature protocols, the common group pub-
lic key can authenticate signatures generated by any group
member. Group signatures are a primitivemethod that works
in a similar manner to anonymous certificates in that they
allow signatures to be constructed in an unlinkable manner.
The distinction is that a CA can undermine the signatures’
anonymity and track down the actual signers in group sig-
natures [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. The ring signature is also
primitive, generating unlinkable signatures, and unlinkabil-
ity is preserved among a collection of dynamically specified
vehicles [46]. Lin et al. [47] built a privacy-preserving con-
ditional V2V communication system based on group signa-
tures. They assigned private keys to vehicles using a single
membership manager, making it hard for the manager to suc-
cessfully revoke malicious vehicles in large-scale VANETs.
In Zhang et al. ’s scheme [24], RSUs are responsible for
revoking malicious vehicles by updating private/public keys
according to the communication range. In this case, how-
ever, if the vehicle is outside the range, the systemwill crash.
Zhu et al. [48] proposed an HMAC as an alternative for the
time-consuming CRL check. A hacked RSU , on the other
hand, could launch an impersonation attack under such a
scheme. Shao et al. [49] integrated the decentralised group
model and threshold authentication approach to accomplish
efficient message authentication and message dependability
at the same time. Unfortunately, this does not meet the re-
quirements for traceability [50]. In general, progress has
been made in the current study on anonymous message au-
thentication for VANETs. More research is needed, how-
ever, to increasemessage authentication efficiencywhile still
maintaining security and privacy.

Recently, [51] proposed a two-party key agreement based
on a lightweight ECC that extends to a Dynamic Group Key
Agreement. A fixed RSU runs as Group Controller (GC)
with a higher processing ability than the vehicles’ OBU .
Only two lightweight operations, XOR and hashing, are used
to create identity-based authentication and privacy-preserving
systems. XOR and hashing are used for lightweight encryp-
tion and decryption. To improve performance and security
in VANETs, Wu et al. [52] presented a mutual authentica-
tion password-based approach for V2V in 2019, although an
attack can occur from offline password guessing [53].
(d). Self-Blindable Certificates

Structure-preserving anonymous certificates have been
presented (e.g., [54, 35, 41, 55, 30, 42, 56, 57, 58]) that make
use of non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs [59]. If all the
public keys, messages, certificates, and authentication data
(producedwhen revealing a certificate) in an anonymous cer-
tificate scheme areG1 andG2 group elements, the system is
structure-preserving. The goal of their structure-preserving
anonymous certificates was to display certificates in a non-
interactive manner while avoiding the Fiat–Shamir heuris-
tics [60].

Self-blindable certificates are a cryptographic primitive
technique that is similar to conventional certificates, except
it also ensures the privacy of the entities [21]. The certifi-
cate owner blinds his/her certificate (hence the Public-key)
so that no one can link the newly generated certificates, while
the signature can still be validated successfully. The authen-
tication data created by displaying a self-blindable certifi-
cate that only contains G1 group elements is more efficient
compared to their protocol. As a result, we use Fiat–Shamir
heuristics to achieve non-interactive self-blindable certifi-
cates. However, the certificate revocation usually has two
options. 1) The firstmethod is verifier-local revocation, where
the revoked certificates are collected on a list managed by the
verifier. Then, the verifier must check the certificate against
all the revoked certificates during the validation check (for
anonymous entity authentication) [61, 31, 44, 32, 33]. 2) The
secondmethod uses a dynamic accumulator, a revocation ap-
proach extensively used in anonymous credentials and group
signatures, to avoid linear computation on the verifier side.
It is a group of values that are collected into a single value
called the accumulator, with a witness confirming that the
accumulated value is genuinely present in the accumulator
for each accumulated value [34, 45, 62]. Prominently, the
revocation of the certificates based on the dynamic accumu-
lator solves the linear computation problem in the verifier-
local approach. However, there is an issue here: all remain-
ing legitimate users must update their witnesses based on
the updated accumulator whenever a certificate is removed.
While a user can choose to make witness updates in batch
mode and thus avoid being online 24 hours a day, a signifi-
cant computational overhead is incurred [22].

[63] proposed a privacy-preserving authenticationmech-
anism called themultiple trusted authority one-time identity-
based aggregate signature method. In this scheme, creden-
tials are generated by a root trusted authority (TA) forRSUs
and vehicles. This scheme assumesRSUs to be semi-honest
(honest but curious), which they named lower-level TA. The
TA generates the certificate and Public-keys for RSUs and
provides a vehicle’s internal pseudo-identity and authentica-
tion key. Also, it has a member list in its database containing
information about the vehicles. After receiving the member
secrets and the approved period, the vehicle stores them in a
tamper-proof device. The vehicle then broadcasts the mes-
sage along with its signature across the network.
The receiver validates the signature pairs using bilinear pair-
ing to guarantee correctness and non-repudiation. The TAs
can accomplish traceability by utilising the vehicle infor-
mation recorded in the member list. Each time a vehicle
switches networks, it must go through a new authentication
process, and RSUs manage all the vehicles’ private keys.
The scheme is attractive because it aggregates multiple sig-
natures into one, allowing efficient verification and minimis-
ing storage requirements. This construction has multiple is-
sues. First, vehicles have to seek shares from neighbouring
RSUs, leading to high bandwidth requirements. Also, us-
ing a private key with an ID-based signature might create de-
lays and severely weaken communication efficiency in their
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VANET system. Furthermore, we would like to highlight
that their construction requires RSU for any communica-
tion, and therefore if a vehicle is outside the range or the
RSU is not available, their system will not work at all.

3. The Use of Self-Blindable Signatures in
VANETs
Wewill now present self-blindable signatures, which are

used to ensure anonymous communication without a trusted
third party. More specifically, this allows intelligent vehicles
to anonymously authenticate themselves to a device reader
so that a corrupted reader cannot correlate multiple certifi-
cate use. The infrastructure of the scheme is presented in
Figure 1, while Figure 2 illustrates the communication be-
tween vehicles without the trusted third party or the RSUs.
In our scheme, we follow the ETSI standards of PKI as the
types of CAs [9]:

• The Root CA (RCA) is a governance organization in
charge of all subordinate CAs.

• Long Term CA (LTCA) for entity registration and
certificate issuance.

• Resolution Authority (RA) works to retrieve the cer-
tificates of misbehaving vehicles.

• PseudonymCA (PCA) is in charge of issuing pseudonyms.
Furthermore, security policies have been widely anal-

ysed in several works. Access control through the admin-
istration of authorization systems in VANETs is also very
crucial in terms of security and privacy. The value of the
subject and object characteristics determines the permission
decision for usage control. As a result of attribute mutabil-
ity, three types of activities can influence usage decisions:
preupdate, onupdate, and postupdate. These activities can
be carried out by the system or the subject before, during,
or after access, resulting in system state changes [84], [83].
The SPIN model checker was used by the authors in [83] to
verify a policy implementation of a usage control system.
The implementation was built for a web-based conference
management application that supports several applications
via a single communication channel. However, the usage
scenario does not enable ongoing rules. The poster was in-
troduced by Rajkumar and Sandhu to improve administra-
tive role-based access control. By establishing three neces-
sary key actions, it has incorporated obligations via an ad-
ministrative model. The model was limited to administra-
tive actions inside the system [65]. Apart from traditional
access control, usage control is a unified authorization sys-
tem that supports a wide variety of security policies. Safety
decidability is a necessary condition for decentralizing and
automating authorization system administration like that in
VANETs. It is a fundamental requirement for the develop-
ment of policy analysis tools for system administrators, as
they must determine whether the given set of policies and
initial configuration can grant unintended access correctly

Figure 1: Our C-ITS PKI High-Level Architecture

in any future state. This is referred to as safety analysis,
and it is well established that it is undecidable in general
for the pre-authorization usage control model, referred to as
PreUCONfinite

A . As a result, PreUCONA’s safety check-
ing cannot be automated in its entirety, and its safety decid-
able sub-models must impose constraints on their attributes
and update functions. Recently, it was demonstrated that
even with unbounded object creation, the safety problem for
the pre-authorization usage control sub-model with finite at-
tribute domains, called PreUCONfinite

A , is decidable. A
significant limitation of finite attributes is their inability to
connect objects via their attribute values when unbounded
object creation occurs (since attributes that reference other
objects must be infinite in this case). It would be desirable
to have models with safety-decidable attributes that incor-
porate both finite and infinite attributes (though necessarily
with some restrictions) [82].

Rajkumar et al. [64] proposes a pre-authorization us-
age control sub-model, called PreUCONA, where attributedomains are entirely composed of infinite object identifiers
with significant constraints on how these attributes can be
updated. The safety decidability of PreUCONA is estab-
lished by defining the concept of equivalent usage configu-
rations and demonstrating that the reachable set of these con-
figurations is computable and can be used to answer safety
questions. An example demonstrates the utility of suchmod-
els in practice. In addition, the paper demonstrates that even
a single finite domain attribute added to PreUCON id

A re-
sults in undecidable safety. These findings suggest that com-
bining finite and infinite attributes in a safety decidablemodel
is a difficult task that will almost certainly require carefully
crafted constraints on attribute updates.
(a). Privacy Requirements of VANETs

In general, VANETs should ensure the following secu-
rity and privacy properties:

Apart from the general confidentiality, authentication,
integrity, and non-repudiation security requirements, a VANET
system must also specifically ensure privacy protection. In
our protocol, we achieve this through the following require-
ments:
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• Unlinkability: Unlinkability in vehicular networks is
generally considered to constitute identity and loca-
tion privacy. The unlinkability feature basically pre-
vents any types of adversaries from linking multiple
messages by means of different interactions to com-
promise their privacy. Also, any compromise of a ve-
hicle’s identity should not affect any other vehicles’
privacy at all. In general, identities are generated by
means of digital certificates. The user certificate for
every vehicular communication must be unlinkable,
i.e., an adversary (or the verifier) should not be able
to link a vehicle’s certificate with previous communi-
cations. In this paper, this will be achieved through
blinded-certificates.

• Unforgeability: For any certificate-based system, the
certificates might be unforgeable as this is a core re-
quirement. Hence, the adversary should be incapable
of forging the certificate.

• Revocability: In the ETSI ITS design, CAs can re-
voke misbehaving vehicles’ certificates [9], and this
is essential for practical certificate systems.

(b). Types of adversaries :
In this section, we explore some of the distinctions in at-

tackers’ attributes and list the different types of adversaries,
as follows:

1. Global and Local: The scope of an attacker is used
to evaluate whether the adversary is global or local.
Global attackers are assumed to have complete net-
work access. Local adversaries, on the other hand,
are constrained to a certain segment of the network;
eavesdroppers, for instance, may have access to a re-
stricted number of RSUs stationed at traffic junctions [66].

2. Active and Passive: An active attacker might com-
promise the security or privacy on the network by in-
jecting new messages or modifying existing commu-
nicationmessages. Passive attackers, on the other hand,
are incapable of altering communicationmessages. They
can only read and monitor data transmitted by the net-
work nodes [12].

3. Static and Adaptive: Regardless of how the attack
proceeds, static adversaries are assumed to select an
attacking technique or plan before initiating the at-
tack. Adversaries that are adaptive monitor the net-
work by obtaining knowledge of the system’s config-
uration and parameters. The majority of threat models
in location privacy are adaptive adversaries, referred
to as inference attacks in the context of location pri-
vacy [67, 68, 69, 70].

4. Internal and External: The internal attacker is an
authenticated member or network who can send and
receive messages as part of the communication range.
An external adversary can eavesdrop on messages us-
ing sniffing stations [71, 72, 73, 74, 75].

In our paper, we consider active and static adversaries,
who can be internal or external.
(c). Self-Blindable Certificate Management

Our anonymous key exchange protocol uses Yang et al.
’s Self-Blindable Signature scheme [22] as the basis of our
scheme, which is described as follows:

Let e ∶ G1 × G2 → GT be a bilinear map for a multi-
plicative cyclic group of prime order q, and g be generator
of G1, and ℎ be a generator of G2, e(g, ℎ) ≠ 1.

(c).1. Setup(1k):
The following algorithm will be executed by the long-

term CA (denoted as LTCA):
1. Choose a, b, d, t1, t2 ∈R G1.
2. Compute Z = ℎz and compute T1 = tz1, T2 = tz2,where z ∈R Z∗q . Note that z is the master secret key

of LTCA, i.e., skLTCA = z.
3. Create an accumulator with the value Λ ∈R G1.
4. Set the public parameters

pp = (e, a, b, d, ℎ, t1, t2, Z, T1, T2,Λ, CRL = ∅).

(c).2. CertIssue (skLTCA, skOBU ).We now generate certificates forOBUs. Letm = skOBUbe the private key of an OBU . We use the key pair of an
ElGamal type as (m, y = gm) where the public key denoted
by y is certified by theLTCA. TheLTCA issues theOBU ’s
certificate as follows.

1. Compute a self-blindable certificate (M,k, s), where
M = (ambsd)

1
k+z , and k, s ∈R Zq .

2. Compute the witnessW = Λ
1
k+z , where Λ is the most

recent accumulator.
3. Set the certificate to Cert = (M,k, s, m,W ). Note

that this real certificate will not be shared with any-
one; instead, it will be first blinded, and the blinded
ones will be used to ensure privacy during the com-
munication.

The accumulator is used to prevent the certificate holder
from sharing the real certificate. In the following, we de-
scribe blinded certificate generation for OBUs:

(c).3. CertBlind(Cert).
Given pp, Cert = (M,k, s, m,W ), we generate a blinded

certificate, BCert, with the most recent accumulator, Λ.
1. Choose f, r1, r2 ∈R Zq .
2. M ′ = (M ⋅W )f ⋅ tr11 .

3. M ′′ = (M ⋅W )f ⋅k ⋅ T r22 .
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4. A′ = (ambsd ⋅ Λ)f .

5. T ′1 = T r11 .
6. T ′2 = tr22 .
7. PoK{(k, �, &, f , , r1, r2) ∶M ′′ =M ′kt−1 T

r2
2
⋀

A′ =
a�b&dfΛf

⋀

T ′1 = T r11
⋀

T ′2 = tr22 }, where  = k ⋅
r1, � = m ⋅ f, & = s ⋅ f . Set the blinded certificate
BCert = (M ′,M ′′, A′, T ′1 , T

′
2 , P oK).

(c).4. CertVerify(BCert, CRL):
For a given blinded certificate BCert = (M ′, M ′′, A′,

T ′1 , T ′2 , PoK), the verifier retrieves the most recent accu-
mulator from the CRL (which includes the most up-to-date
accumulator) and verifies all of the following verifier output
as follows:

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

A′ ≠ 1 ∈ G1
PoK is valid
e(M ′, Z)e(M ′′, ℎ)

?
= e(A′, ℎ)e(T ′1 , ℎ)e(T

′
2 , Z)

The PoK assures the validity of the blinded certificates and
the correctness can easily be shown as follows:
e
(

M ′, Z
)

e
(

M ′′, ℎ
)

=

= e
(

(M ⋅W )f tr11 , ℎ
z)e

(

(M ⋅W )fktr22 , ℎ
)

= e
(

(M ⋅W )fztr1z1 , ℎ
)

e
(

(M ⋅W )fktr22 , ℎ
)

= e
(

(M ⋅W )fztr1z1 (M ⋅W )fktr22 , ℎ
)

= e
(

(M ⋅W )f (z+k), ℎ
)

e
(

tr1z1 tr2z2 , ℎ
)

= e
(

(M ⋅W )f (z+k), ℎ
)

e
(

tr1z1 , ℎ
)

e
(

tr2z2 , ℎ
)

= e
(

(M ⋅W )f (z+k), ℎ
)

e
(

T ′1 , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′z2 , ℎ
)

= e
(

(M ⋅W )f (z+k), ℎ
)

e
(

T ′1 , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′2 , Z
)

= e
(

(

(ambsd)
1
k+zΛ

1
k+z

)f (z+k)
, ℎ
)

e
(

T ′1 , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′2 , Z
)

= e
(

(

(ambsdΛ)
1
k+z

)f (z+k)
, ℎ
)

e
(

T ′1 , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′2 , Z
)

= e
(

(ambsdΛ)f , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′1 , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′2 , Z
)

= e
(

A′, ℎ
)

e
(

T ′1 , ℎ
)

e
(

T ′2 , Z
) (3.1)

(c).5. CertRevoke(z, Cert,Λold).
A dynamic accumulator method combines a large num-

ber of values in one single value, which is known as the accu-
mulator. We use the dynamic accumulator in [62], which is a
revocation approach to avoid linear computation on the ver-
ifier side. There is a witness for each accumulated value, as
well as evidence that the collected value is genuinely held in
the accumulator, and its correctness can be verified through
zero-knowledge proofs (which do not require any relevant
data about the witness to be revealed).

1. The RA revokes the value kj of the OBUj in the cur-rent accumulator Λold and computes a new accumula-
tor asΛnew = Λ

1
kj+z

old . Then, it publishes a new item on
a public board as ⟨Λnew, kj⟩ .

2. The witness can be updated for the holder by a witness
asWi (related to ki) by computingW new

i = W
1

kj+z

i =

(Λ
1

ki+z
old )

1
kj+z = Λ

( 1
ki+z

− 1
kj+z

)⋅ 1
kj−ki

old = ( Wi
Λnew

)
1

kj−ki . Note
that thewitness holder updates theW without z’s knowl-
edge using the proof of knowledge, whereby the accu-
mulatorΛ isPoK{(W ,k) ∶ e(W ,Z⋅ℎk) = e(Λ, ℎ)} [35,
62].

3. Adds a new entry (k,Λnew) to theCRL, so thatCRL ∶=
CRL

⋃

(k,Λnew).
(d). Efficient Construction of Privacy-Preserving

Authentication through Self-Blindable
Signatures

As shown in Section 2, it is hard to preserve both privacy
and accountability simultaneously outside the mix-zone, the
reason for which is that both vehicles must verify the cre-
dentials before generating a secure shared key. However,
this generally requires a public key scheme and, in partic-
ular, digital signatures. However, if the vehicles keep using
the same certificates (e.g., RSA, ECDSA), then an adversary
(including one of the communicating corrupted parties) can
eavesdrop the channel and can link with previous communi-
cation as the vehicles keep using the same certificates (un-
less a bunch of different certificates were generated offline,
which would bring additional significant storage, communi-
cation, and computational overhead). Therefore, the unlink-
ability feature would be broken, as addressed in Section 2
for several previous constructions.

Self-blind certificates could be an alternative solution by
eliminating conventional signatures due to their randomised
blinding structure and accountability feature. Also, wewould
like to highlight that VANETs generally should not use a
fully anonymous key exchange protocol since the identity
of the malicious participants must be obtained by the help of
RA if there is a safety issue. In this paper, we have used the
self-blindable signatures to ensure privacy outside the mix-
zone as well as providing accountability, and used in an in-
genious way where the private values of the zero-knowledge
proofs are used to construct a fresh shared key (i.e., the pri-
vate values of the proofs of knowledge T ′′1 r1 and T ′1r

′
1 in

PoKOBUj and PoKOBUj , respectively in the blind signa-
ture algorithm). More specifically, once the certificates are
blinded, shared, and verified by both parties, the parties do
not have to send extra values like signed fresh values to per-
form an authenticated Diffie-Hellman key exchange proto-
col. Instead, since the zero-knowledge proofs are already
used as part of the verification of the underlying signatures,
they are fully random and are also using private values in
the exponent. We could directly use those public and private
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Figure 2: Anonymous and Authenticated Key Exchange Protocol using Self-Blindable Certi�cates

values to perform an authenticated DH protocol to generate
the shared key Kij = T ′′1

r1 = T ′1
r′1 . Therefore, this ensures

that both parties can compute the symmetric key, eliminat-
ing any type of eavesdropping attack. Thus, the vehicles can
efficiently and securely transmit their shared secret data dur-
ing communication outside the mix-zone.

Hence, this proposed work extends Yang et al. ’s [22]
scheme by generating a privacy-preserving key exchange pro-
tocol providing accountability without the need for a trusted
intermediary. Surely, both parties can use this key continu-
ously until the session is terminated. In Section 5, we give
the security proof of our protocol, and in Section 6we demon-
strate that ours is faster than the current state-of-the-art.

4. Our Anonymous Key Exchange Protocol
using Self-Blindable Certificates.
We are now ready to present our anonymous key ex-

change scheme employing Yang et al. ’s Self-Blindable Sig-
nature scheme [22]. As described in Section (c), after run-
ning CertIssue(), vehicles can blind their certificates. In case
of revocation, they get the latest dynamic accumulator, Λ,
and the witness, W , from the CRL, and run CertRevoke().
We would like to highlight that our new protocol generates
an indistinguishable shared key for every communication be-
tween vehicles.

Suppose that there are two vehicles, OBUi and OBUj ,outside the range of the RSUs and they are willing to com-
municate. On a high level, our anonymous key exchange
protocol is as follows. At the first stage,OBUi blinds its cer-tificate by generating proof of knowledge (PoKOBUi ), andsends it toOBUj . Similarly,OBUj also blinds its certificate

by generating PoKOBUj and sends it to the OBUi. Both ve-hicles utilize the proofs to securely compute a shared and
fresh key (see Figure 3 for an illustration of the protocol).

1. OBUj picks a blinding factor f, r1, r2 ∈R Zq and
computesM ′ = (M.W )f .tr11 . Next, it computes T ′1 =
T r11 and T ′2 = tr22 . Then, it constructs a proof of knowl-
edge PoKOBUj {(k, �, &, f , , r1, r2): M ′′ = M ′kt−1
T r22

⋀

A′ = a�b&dfΛf ⋀

T ′1 = T r11
⋀

T ′2 = tr22 } [76,77]. After that, it sets its new blinded certificateBCertOBUj= (M ′, M ′′, A′, T ′1 , T ′2 , PoKOBUj ) and sends it to
OBUi.

2. OBUi checks if A′
?
≠ 1 ∈ G1.

3. VerifyPoKOBUj , check if e(M ′, Z)e(M ′′, ℎ)
?
= e(A′, ℎ)

e(T ′1 , ℎ) e(T
′
2 , Z) to ensure that the new blinded certifi-

cate is valid.
4. If the proof is valid, it next picks a random blinding

factor f ′, r′1, r′2 ∈R Zq , computesN ′ = (N.W )f ′ .t
r′1
1 ,

and computes T ′′1 = T
r′1
1 and T ′′2 = t

r′2
2 .

5. Then, it constructs a proof of knowledge as PoKOBUi
{(k′, �′, &′, f ′,  ′, r1, r2): N ′′ = N ′k′ t−

′

1 T r22
⋀

B′

= a�′b&′ df ′ Λ′f ′ ⋀ T ′′1 = T r′11
⋀

T ′′2 = tr′22 . It also setsits new blinded certificateBCertOBUi = (N ′,N ′′, B′,
T ′′1 , T ′′2 , PoKOBUi ) and sends it to OBUj .

6. OBUj checks if B′
?
≠ 1 ∈ G1.
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OBUj OBUi
Public: pp Public: pp
Private: Cert = (M,k, s, m,W ) Private: Cert = (N, k′, s′, m′,W ′)

Select a blinding factor f, r1, r2 ∈R Zq
Compute M ′ = (M ⋅W )f ⋅ tr11
Compute T ′1 = T

r1
1

Compute T ′2 = t
r2
2

Compute PoKOBUj{(k, �, &, f , , r1, r2) ∶
M ′′ =M ′kt−1 T

r2
2
⋀

A′ = a�b&dfΛf
⋀

T ′1 = T r11
⋀

T ′2 = tr22 } where
 = k.r1,
� = m.f , & = s.f
Set BCertOBUj =
(M ′,M ′′, A′, T ′1 , T

′
2 , P oKOBUj )

BCertOBUj
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

Check if A′
?
≠ 1 ∈ G1

Verify PoKOBUj

Check if e(M ′, Z)e(M ′′, ℎ)
?
=

e(A′, ℎ)e(T ′1 , ℎ)e(T
′
2 , Z)

Select a new blinding factor f ′, r′1, r
′
2 ∈R Zq

Compute N ′ = (N ⋅W ′)f ′ ⋅ tr
′
1
1

Compute T ′′1 = T
r′1
1

Compute T ′′2 = t
r′2
2

Compute PoKOBUi{(k
′, �′, &′, f ′,  ′, r′1, r

′
2) ∶

N ′′ = N ′k′t−
′

1 T r
′
2
2
⋀

B′ = am′b&′df ′Λ′f ′
⋀

T ′′1 = T
r′1
1
⋀

T ′′2 = t
r′2
2 } where  ′ = k′.r′1,

�′ = m′.f ′, &′ = s′.f ′
Set BCertOBUi = (N

′, N ′′, B′, T ′′1 , T
′′
2 , P oKOBUi)

BCertOBUi
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←

Check if B′
?
≠ 1 ∈ G1

Verify PoKOBUi

Check if e(N ′, Z)e(N ′′, ℎ)
?
=

e(B′, ℎ)e(T ′′1 , ℎ)e(T
′′
2 , Z)

Compute Kij = T ′′1
r1 Compute Kij = T ′1

r′1

EncKij (Data)
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

Figure 3: Anonymous Key Exchange Protocol using Self-Blindable Signatures

7. Checks if e(N ′, Z)e(N ′′, ℎ)
?
= e(B′, ℎ) e(T ′′1 , ℎ) e(T

′′
2 , Z).

8. Verifies PoKOBUi . If the proof is valid, then OBUj
computes the shared key as Kij = T ′′1 r1 .

9. Similarly,OBUi computes the same shared key asKij =
T ′1

r′1 .
10. Finally, they securely communicate with each other

through the shared secret key Kij .

In the next section, we show that our protocol achieves
forward unlinkability, unforgeability, and revocability (see
Figure 2 for a high-level illustration of the protocol). With
the above construction, three fundamental requirements for
location privacy in VANETs have been addressed. First, we
achieve unlinkability by end-to-end anonymous communi-
cation. It is essential to clarify that the RSUs and the CAs
are not involved in this communication, it does not rely on
security assumptions, and it solves these requirements cryp-
tographically following the DDH assumption. The commu-
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nication between any two vehicles starts with blinding the
certificates and exchanging proofs of knowledge PoKs to
ensure the validity of their credentials among each other.
The underlying signature scheme will achieve the second
requirement, i.e., unforgeability. Finally, forward unlinka-
bility is accomplished by hiding k in the CRL through the
accumulator Λ and the witness W (which ensures security
against linkability attacks from the revoked vehicles’ infor-
mation).

5. Security Analysis
We now present the security analysis of our protocol. We

start with the correctness of our protocol and then the sound-
ness, which covers the forward unlinkable self-blindable cer-
tificates, communication integrity, signature unforgeability,
and revocability.
(a). Correctness

IfOBUi andOBUj are honest, then they generate a sharedkey, Kij , outside the range of the RSUs correctly from the
proofs of knowledge in the blinded certificates as follows:

Kij = T ′′1
r1

= (T
r′1
1 )

r1

= T
r′1r1
1

= (T r11 )
r′1

= T ′1
r′1

(5.2)

Note that T ′1r
′
1 is computed byOBUi while T ′′1 r1 is com-

puted by OBUj , as given in Figure 3.
(b). Soundness

Our scheme constructs an anonymous key exchange be-
tween the prover and the verifier in end-to-end communi-
cation using the XDH assumption based on zero- proof of
knowledge from non-interactive self-blindable certificates.
Also, we assume the vehicles are authentic, and any corrupt
ones will not be able to compute proof of knowledge PoK
and blind the certificate (Check the correctness 5.2). If the
XDH assumption is accurate, the anonymous shared key is
resistant to impersonation attacks 1. The theorem is as fol-
lows:
Theorem 1. Assume that Yang et al. ’s self-blindable cer-
tificate scheme is secure as the XDH assumption is accurate,
and the blinded certificate described above is indistinguish-
able and achieves forward unlinkability. If either OBUi or
OBUj is corrupted, then the corrupted vehicle will not ob-
tain any information about the honest vehicle.

1Let the CDH (Computational Diffie-Hellman) be intractable in both
G1 and G2. The external Diffie-Hellman (XDH) assumption states that the
DDH (Decisional Diffie-Hellman) is also intractable in G1 [78, 79, 80].

Proof. Case 1: Assume that OBUi is corrupted.The simulator already has the public parameters and can ex-
tract the corrupted party’s witness from BCertOBUi , as de-scribed in the anonymous key exchange protocol (i.e., ( N ,
k′, s′, m′, W ′)). From this information, the simulator con-
structs the view for the OBUi, which is statistically close
to the one when the vehicle interacts with the honest veri-
fier. Since the simulator already knows the private values of
OBUi, it can blind this certificate in exactly the same man-
ner as in the protocol, and outputs BCert∗OBUi . More specif-
ically,

1. It first selects a random blinding factor f ′∗, r′∗1 , r′∗2 ∈R
Zq and computesN∗ = (N.W ′)f ′∗ .t

r′∗1
1 and computes

T ′′∗1 = T
r′∗1
1 and T ′′∗2 = t

r′∗2
2 .

2. Then, it constructs a proof of knowledge asPoKOBUi{(k′∗,
�′∗, &′∗, f ′∗,  ′, r′∗1 , r

′∗
2 ) ∶ N

∗∗ = N∗k′∗ t−
′∗

1 T
r′∗2
2

⋀

B∗

= a�′∗b&′∗df ′∗Λ′f ′∗
⋀

T ′′∗1 = T
r′∗1
1

⋀

T ′′∗2 = t
r′∗2
2 .

3. It finally outputs BCert∗OBUi = (N∗, N∗∗, B ∗, T ′′∗1 ,
T ′′∗2 , P oK∗

OBUi
).

BCert∗OBUi is computationally indistinguishable from the
actual blinded certificateBCertOBUj = (M ′,M ′′, A′, T ′1 , T

′
2 ,

P oKOBUj ) due to the XDH assumption.
Case 2: Assume that OBUj is corrupted.The simulator already has the public parameters and can ex-

tract the corrupted party’s witness from BCertOBUj , as de-scribed in the anonymous key exchange protocol (i.e., (M , k,
s, m, W )). From this information, the simulator constructs
the view for theOBUj , which is statistically close to the onewhen the vehicle interacts with the honest verifier. Since
the simulator knows the private values of OBUj , which is
Cert = (M,k, s, m,W ), it blinds this certificate in exactly
the same manner as in the protocol, and outputsBCert∗OBUj .More specifically,

1. It first selects a random blinding factor f ∗, r∗1, r∗2 ∈R
Zq and computesM∗ = (M.W )f∗ .t

r∗1
1 and computes

T ′∗1 = T
r∗1
1 and T ′∗2 = t

r∗2
2 .

2. Then, it constructs a proof of knowledge asPoKOBUi{(k∗,
�∗, &∗, f ∗, , r∗1, r

∗
2) ∶ M

∗∗ = M∗k∗ t−
∗

1 T
r∗2
2
⋀

A∗ =

a�∗b&∗df∗Λf∗
⋀

T ′∗1 = T
r∗1
1
⋀

T ′∗2 = t
r∗2
2 .

3. It finally outputs BCert∗OBUj = (M∗,M∗∗, A ∗, T ′∗1 ,
T ′∗2 , P oK

∗
OBUj

) and sends it to OBUi .
Hence, the blinded certificate BCert∗OBUj is computa-

tionally indistinguishable from the actual blinded certificate,
BCertOBUi = (N ′, N ′′, B′, T ′′1 , T

′′
2 , P oKOBUi ), due to the

XDH assumption.
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Our Scheme [39] [38] [51] [52] [63]

Mutual Authentication ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Unforgeability ✓ × × ✓ ✓ ✓

Revocability ✓ × × ✓ ✓ ✓

Traceability ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓

Attack resistance ✓ × × ✓ × ×
Forward unlinkability ✓ × × × × ×

Table 1
Comparison in terms of security and privacy.

As a result, each step of the proposed authentication pro-
tocol for the simulator is simulated, and the simulation for
the malicious party is completed. When engaging with the
honest user, the transcript is consistent and statistically indis-
tinguishable from the corrupted party’s point of view. Hence,
the proof ensures that the proposed is unlinkable and un-
forgeable.
(c). Unlinkability:

Our scheme achieves unlinkability as the attacker can-
not obtain any data from the blinded certificates through the
communication outside the mix-zone as the vehicles can in-
teract with each other once the verification through proof
of knowledge proofs are validated. Hence, a newly gen-
erated fresh key will ensure the unlinkability feature. The
newly generated symmetric key will be used for the end-to-
end confidential communication between the authenticated
vehicles. Hence, any eavesdroppers, including CAs and ser-
vice providers, would not be able to obtain any private data
from this secure communication. Thus, our scheme guaran-
tees the unlinkability, which was proven in the Theorem 1
and (b).
(d). Unforgeability:

Theorem 1 and Proof (b) basically cover the following
two possible scenarios: 1) OBUi corruption, 2) OBUj cor-ruption. If either vehicle is corrupted, then they will not be
able to authenticate to the honest participant and hence they
will not be able to generate a shared key. Because the ma-
licious entity cannot gain any data from the proof of knowl-
edge proof, the blinded certificate will be computationally
indistinguishable. The corrupted parties would also be un-
able forge the certificate of an honest participant, hence un-
forgeability has been achieved in the presence of internal (ac-
tive) attackers.
(e). Revocability:

The revocation process has two main goals: the vehicle
can change the pseudonym certificate, or it can be revoked
due to malicious activities. The RA can revoke the vehicle
certificate due to either malicious activities of a vehicle or
the certificate key of the owner or the issuer being compro-
mised. Also, honest vehicles are expected to report mali-
cious vehicles to the RA when it becomes available again.
TheRA will receive the communication record from the ve-
hicle, and after the investigation it will revoke the vehicle by

deleting kj from Λold and updating the accumulator Λnew.The accumulation number Λnew is basically a unique num-
ber accumulating the revocation numbers of corrupted ve-
hicles so that anyone can efficiently check whether a partic-
ular device has been corrupted or otherwise. Furthermore,
the witness holder updates theW without z’s knowledge us-
ing the proof of knowledge, whereby the accumulator Λ is
PoK{(W ,k) ∶ e(W ,Z ⋅ℎk) = e(Λ, ℎ)}. Then, theCRL for
both sides is updated. This approach ensures forward unlink-
ability as the accumulator updates via zero-knowledge proof
PoK , which do not reveal any extra data about the witness.

In general, our scheme does not need additional certifi-
cates because the vehicles will not change the pseudonym
certificate until the TTPs are available. The vehicles will
keep blinding their certificates in a fresh manner for each
communication. Thus, the number of certificates on the sys-
tem will be significantly reduced compared to the current
works. Hence, the revocation execution will not be complex
or of high intensity.

6. Comparison
In this section, we first analyse the performance of our

protocol and compare it with existing schemes in terms of
performance, and security and privacy. The metrics of per-
formance include signature size, multiplication, exponenti-
ation, and pairing operations. The metrics of security and
privacy include mutual authentication, forward unlinkabil-
ity, unforgeability, revocability, traceability, and attack re-
sistance.
(a). Performance Comparison

The V2V communication in our scheme has four main
performance stages: 1) The vehicle offline computation re-
duces the real-time execution addressing the VANETs re-
quirements. In particular, both vehiclesmust compute blinded
signatures to generate a shared key once the proof is vali-
dated. Computation of blinded certificates can be computed
offline as this does not require any data from the other party.
2) We can also reduce the overall time complexity by al-
lowing the parties to simultaneously blind their certificates
in parallel. 3) The computation of the shared key does not
require any additional data since the ephemeral data in the
PoK will be used to generate an anonymous and authenti-
cated Diffie-Hellman key exchange. This significantly im-
proves the performance compared to others. 4) The com-
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Protocol Signature Generation Veri�cation

[63] 17Tℎ 12Tℎ + 10Tmult + 6Tadd
[52] 8Tmult + 2Tadd 4Tℎ + 5Texp
[51] 12Tℎ 4Tmult
[38] 2Tpair + 6Tmpair + Tapair 3Tℎ + 5Texp
[39] 8Tmult + 5Tadd 8Tmul + 2Tadd

Our scheme 8Texp 8Texp

Table 2
Performance comparison.

munication will be conducted using only one symmetric key
(i.e., Kij) to ensure confidential communication.

Let mult(G) denote a scalar point multiplication opera-
tion inG1 andG2, and the exponentiation operation is exp(G)in GT . Let also |G| signify the bit length of an element in
group G. In our architectures, the vehicle computes exclu-
sively on G1, and the verifier performs the group compu-
tation and bilinear pairings on GT like [22]. This feature
distinguishes our method from practically all existing anony-
mous certificates’ bilinear map-based and group signatures,
such as those described in Section 2. Note that |G1| is sub-stantially shorter than |G2| and |GT | in the context of bilin-ear maps, and exp(G1) is significantly quicker than exp(G2),
exp(GT ) and the pairing operation. While we claim that our
technique is more efficient than existing anonymous certifi-
cate and group signature protocols, we recognize that differ-
ent protocols rely on varying cryptographic assumptions.

The comparison in terms of signature generation and the
verification is given in Table 2. Furthermore, Table 3 illus-
trates the execution time of each basic operation by consid-
ering the computation costs. Note that in our calculations,
the proof of knowledge PoK in the blinded certificate in-
curs 8exp(G1) in total computation [77, 76]. We would like
to highlight that in our scheme,OBUi can blind its signaturein parallel withOBUj to reduce communications, instead of
waiting for the blinded signature of OBUj . Our main goal
is to provide an accountable and privacy-preserving key ex-
change protocol without utilizing any external parties such
as RSUs (due to outside themixed-zone), and this is achieved
by blinding their own signatures in an ingenious way where
the data within the PoK is used to generate a shared key.
Furthermore, the results show that our scheme is fast and
has a low overhead compared to others because the entities
OBUi andOBUj only share one single blinded signature to-gether with a proof of knowledge. Our calculations demon-
strate that our scheme is practical since the execution time is
less than 100 ms.

In our certificate anonymous credential system, we use a
lightweight signing method (a short signature length of 154
bits only, based on the Weil pairing that is obtained from
certain subgroups of low dimensional abelian varieties over
finite fields [42, 80]), which ensures privacy and trust outside
the mix-zone without interference from any third parties.
The signature method is based on Boneh–Lynn–Shacham
(BLS), which fulfils our essential goals. Hence, the schemes
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Figure 4: Total execution comparison.

in Table 2 failed to guarantee simultaneous accountability,
privacy, and trust, while we provide them in our scheme.

On the other hand, our signature generation and verifica-
tion computations are in range. More precisely, the DSRC
performance is sufficient for nearly all vehicular safety appli-
cations that need an end-to-end latency of around 100ms [3].
We compare our scheme computationwith the existing schemes
in Figure 4. The results show that our scheme is second-
fastest, at 3.58 ms. If we consider that our scheme is gener-
ating the signature offline and it is only one round verifica-
tion, then our scheme can be considered sufficiently fast for
vehicular communication.

(b). Security and Privacy Comparison
In Table 1, we compare the existing schemes with our

own in terms of forward unlinkability, revocability, unforge-
ability, traceability, attack resistance, and mutual authenti-
cation; more precisely, those concepts in V2V communica-
tion with the absence of the TTPs. Some of these schemes
rely on TTP, which would not work for the cases outside
the mix-zone. The scheme proposed in [52] has various
drawbacks in terms of security and privacy. Their scheme
lacks forward unlinkability and uses a password-based au-
thentication protocol that is not resistant to offline password
guessing attacks [53]. The scheme in [39] has mutual au-
thentication and traceability, but their protocol does not con-
sider RSU corruption. In the scheme proposed by [63], the
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Symbol Description Execution time (ms)

Tℎ Hash function Execution 0.010

Tadd Scalar Point Addition Execution 0.38

Tmult Scalar Point Multiplication Execution 0.326

Texp Exponentiation Execution 0.224

Tpair Bilinear Pairing Execution 4.28

Tmpair Multiplication with Pairings Execution 1.27

Tapair Addition with Pairings Execution 0.148

Table 3
Execution time of basic operations.

RSU is responsible for managing the vehicle’s private key,
which is objectionable [81]. Li et al. ’s scheme [38] has
no traceability if a malicious vehicle shows malicious ac-
tivities. Moreover, some possible attacks threaten these sys-
tems, such as modification, replay, DoS, and bogus info [13].
The recent proposal in [51] has a mutual authentication and
attack resistance and achieves unforgeability and revocabil-
ity. However, their proposal relies entirely on the RSU . If
the RSU has been corrupted, this will break the whole sys-
tem. Also, their scheme does not accomplish forward un-
linkability because attackers could execute linking attacks
through the CRL.

Our approach has forward unlinkability, which means
that our scheme is secure and has privacy against linkabil-
ity attacks from the CRL. Also, our scheme allows mutual
authentication in the communication through PoKs verifi-
cation. Furthermore, freshness and unforgeability are guar-
anteed through generating a Kij shared key based on the
PoK that has been computed through the communication.
Moreover, the anonymous key Kij uses the XDH assump-
tion, which means that giving the PoKs to attackers is not
sufficient to generate that key. Our scheme is secure and
overcomes the vulnerabilities of existing works.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we focused on the security protocols of ex-

isting works without a trusted third party and pointed out
that they are vulnerable to linkability attacks. This generally
occurs because they share certain deterministic values (e.g.,
the same digital certificates) in each communication. We
also address the security and privacy issues in the existing
works concerning pseudonym change management, which
degrades privacy and obstructs unlinkability. In this respect,
we proposed an (end-to-end) anonymous key exchange pro-
tocol based on self-blindable certificates, which achieves for-
ward unlinkability in vehicles’ communications. Hence, our
end-to-end protocol prevents eavesdroppers, including the
CAs and service providers, in terms of addressing location
privacy. Furthermore, in our system, the vehicles generate
signatures offline and, in real-time, they blind their certifi-
cates in parallel to lessen the communication time. Simi-
larly, our shared key requires a one-time certificate blind, de-
creasing the number of the more computationally intensive
bilinear pairing operations. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first paper to present a complete unlinkability so-
lution for location privacy in VANETs that is cryptograph-
ically secure. The access control of the VANETs entities
and architecture’s policies is also an essential aspect for the
future. However, a full examination of such expansions is
outside the scope of this article. Furthermore, as potential
future work, implementation of this scheme could be given
as a proof-of-concept for benchmarking and tracking of out-
comes.
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